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1. Executive Summary
The present document represents Deliverable 10.3 – Stakeholders mapping of the FLAGSHIP
project. It has been developed as part of Work Package 10 – Stakeholders Engagement,
Dissemination & Communication and it consists of a creation of a stakeholder’s map and analysis of
stakeholders in order to set the ground for a strategic sectoral cooperation that fosters the design
and building of the network of the project.
This deliverable is related to Task 10.1 Stakeholder analysis, that will provide a periodic stakeholder
management during project lifetime and has two subtasks: ST 10.1.1. Stakeholder mapping and ST
10.1.2. Stakeholder engagement.
The main objectives of this deliverable are:
● To map the stakeholder groups involved in Offshore Wind that are related to the project.
●

To define the role of each identified group, considering their interest in the project and their
power to influence (prioritization of stakeholders).

●

To create contact channels for potential strategies that will be applied to manage the
stakeholder groups.

●

To establish different actions to engage with different stakeholders depending on the desired
engagement level (defined in the prioritization of stakeholders).

Performing a stakeholder analysis is essential to understand the key interests of the stakeholders
and developing and strategy to engage with them. This deliverable will define the role of each of
them taking into account their level of authority (power) and level of concern (interest). This will
determine the strategy to follow with each group and will influence the communication and
dissemination actions of the project included in the Dissemination and Communication Plan.
The structure of this deliverable is as follows:
● Section 2 gives a brief overview on the theory, methodology and data collection procedure for
stakeholders’ analysis.
●

Section 3 provides a summary of the objectives of the Stakeholders mapping.

●

In Section 4 the main stakeholders are identified and categorised in four main groups: Research
and Scientific Community, Industry, Policy Makers and Media-General Public.

●

Section 5 prioritizes the stakeholders according to their power and interest.

●

Section 6 explains the results in a mapping.

●

Section 7 describes the stakeholders engagement plan and tools.

●

Section 8 defines the main channels through which the communication and dissemination will
be done.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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●

Section 9 defines how the monitoring will be done.

●

Section 10 concludes the document with an indication of the future actions.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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2. Methodology
A stakeholder is defined as “an individual, group, or organization who may affect, be affected by or
perceive itself to be affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of a project.” In this respect we have
handled the stakeholders as groups who may affect, be affected or perceive themselves to be
affected by the development of FLAGSHIP project. In general, stakeholders are entities which have
an interest in the implementation of a development (e.g. project) or may have a positive or negative
influence in the completion (e.g. of a project). The stakeholders may have various degrees of
interest and influence on the project activities and results.
The FLAGSHIP project will perform active stakeholder networking, which includes identification of
the most relevant individuals and organizations and ensuring their continuous involvement
throughout the project. The methodology followed for the stakeholders mapping process was
carried out as follows:
1.

Setting the objective of the mapping: The first step (detailed in Section 3) is to clearly outline
the purpose of the stakeholder mapping. It is crucial to first think about why the project needs
to identify them and what needs to be achieved so that these can be layered on top of the
stakeholder research and analysis. Identifying research objectives adds an element of critical
focus to the planning process and allows an organization to select the right stakeholders and
strategies for its stakeholder engagement program.

2. Identifying the stakeholders: The second step in the Stakeholder Analysis is to identify who the
stakeholders are. The main stakeholders were identified and classified in an excel file, and the
document was enriched with the partners contribution. The tools and classification are detailed
in section 4.
3. Prioritizing stakeholders: Once the stakeholders were identified, we turned to how they will be
managed. This is where the Power Interest Matrix comes in. This tool maps the power and
influence that stakeholders have on a project or its outcomes and it helps to determine which
stakeholders we need to focus on, and the actions should be taken. This information was
obtained thanks to the collaboration of the partners in the project.
4. Map design: a stakeholder’s map was designed to visually reflect the data collected.

5. Stakeholders engagement plan: an engagement plan was established, which includes some
tools for the engagement of each of the defined groups, in order to direct the messages more
efficiently.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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6. Defining the dissemination and communication channels: according to the objectives of the
mapping and engagement plan, in this phase the communication channels and contact point for
each group of stakeholders were identified.

2.1 Data collection tools
Primary data have been collected by analysing the offshore wind sector and related areas. This data
collection and analysis has been done filling an Excel file with all the relevant information about
each of the identified stakeholders. Tools that have been used to find the most relevant actors in
the sector are the following:
●

KAILA: The smart digital platform for innovation management. Kaila is a smart digital services
platform to foster open innovation by facilitating the creation and management of innovation
ecosystems in Europe. It is developed by ZABALA and it unifies different open data sources at
European level to facilitate the analysis and extraction of information. Kaila contains 58,761
projects and 64,002 innovators and, in this stakeholders identification process, it has been used
to find projects and initiatives related to FLAGSHIP.

●

WindEurope regional map: This map offers information about companies in the wind sector
divided by regional areas. The companies can be divided in onshore or offshore and in company
type and it has been mainly used to find out stakeholders in Industry.

●

The European Energy Research Alliance (EERA): The EERA is the largest energy research
community in Europe. It is a membership-based, non-profit association and brings together 250
universities and public research centres in 30 countries. EERA's joint research programmes
cover the whole range of low-carbon technologies as well as systemic and cross-cutting topics.
It has mainly been used to find associations and research community.

●

European Cluster Collaboration Platform: The European Cluster Collaboration Platform
(ECCP) is an action of the Cluster Internationalisation Programme for SMEs funded under
COSME launched by DG GROW of the European Commission in 2016. The ECCP provides
networking and information support for clusters and their members aiming to improve their
performance and increase their competitiveness through trans-national and international
cooperation. Their website has been a useful tool to fin clusters related to offshore wind.

●

Social media: Most organisations have presence in social media, and this has been a way to find
them. Twitter lists like the one created by INEA about CEF Energy stakeholders are especially
useful to find stakeholders such as organizations or policy makers. LinkedIn can also help in the
search of professional profiles.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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●

Partners networks: The FLAGSHIP consortium members were asked to include the
stakeholders they considered relevant for the project. Their collaboration has been specially
interesting to have a map that covers the needs and interests of every partner.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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3. Objectives of the mapping
Stakeholder analysis is considered a useful strategic tool for FLAGSHIP project to identify current
and future collaboration opportunities as well as potential groups of people that could be
interested in the project. The stakeholders map is essential to evaluate their needs and
expectations and to assess the abilities of various stakeholders to influence the project’s activities.
This mapping will be mainly done to assess the communication and dissemination activities,
mainly directed to effectively exploit and disseminate the project results to accelerate the
commercialization of these innovations to reduce the LCOE of floating offshore wind power.
So, to ensure a proper development, the project should work on how to coordinate and manage the
stakeholders. The motivation of this research is to provide useful insights on the stakeholder groups
associated with the project, which can be utilized to perform a comprehensive strategy for the
wind industry stakeholders’ full engagement during project lifetime.
The large Industry partners will focus to engage potential customers interested in exploiting project
generated products/services; Mid‐caps and SMEs shall focus on disseminating the advantages of
the new products/services with new high‐tech solutions among new and existing clients.
To reach this aim, this document is going to answer the following research questions:
● Who are the stakeholder groups in offshore wind (mainly the ones that can affect floating)?
●

What are the interests and influence of these stakeholder groups in the project?

●

What are the potential strategies to manage these stakeholders in an integrated manner?

The stakeholder mapping will start by identifying all relevant areas involved in the offshore wind
sector and then desk research to identify institutions, companies, organisations and all other
interest groups that are relevant in Europe. The main goal of identifying further stakeholders and
potential end user is to define clear strategies to reach each target group.
Moreover, social acceptance of offshore sites needs to be fitted under current concerns about
green economy or climate change. FOW must explain large investment needs to move R&D efforts
ahead of existing products. The stakeholders mapping will also help in this aim, as it will target
external audience, scientific community and potential business users of the products/services
developed.
The objectives of the stakeholders mapping can be summarized as follows:
● Identifying potential groups to which could be interesting to direct dissemination and
communication activities.
●

Defining clear strategies to reach the target groups.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 952979
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●

Raising awareness on the benefits of FOW among the target groups.

●

Detecting constraints and conflicts that could affect project effectiveness.

●

Learning from and incorporating knowledge from stakeholders to offer better quality research
results.

●

Providing a feedback and monitoring mechanism to ensure the project is achieving its intended
results and identifies potential unintended consequences.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 952979
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4. Identification of stakeholders
To enable practical planning, the stakeholders were divided in 4 main groups: Research and
Scientific Community, Industry, Policy Makers and Media/Influencers.
In the categories of Research and Scientific Community and Industry, more concrete ones were
defined:
● Research and Scientific Community: Associations, Research, EU Projects, Universities, Clusters
and Innovation instruments.
●

Industry: Construction, Foundations, Projects, Generators, Tech and Service, Other
components, Mooring, Possible Funders, Assessment, Infrastructure, Installation, Cables, etc.

The FLAGSHIP project is a European wide project, implementing its activity in five countries in total.
This complexity requires from a multi-level stakeholder identification. For that reason, in addition
to the area of specialization classification, stakeholders have been grouped according to a
geographical classification:
●

Global level: entities and organisations that have influence beyond Europe.

●

European level stakeholders: organisations and entities which influence, and scope of activity
is focused on European level. These organisations activity framework is international, and they
look for synergies beyond countries. Stakeholders at European level will be especially important
to give visibility to project results, raise awareness on the topic and promote FOW across the
European Union.

●

Local level: groups who focus their work in a more specific area. The aim of identifying this is to
relate in a more direct manner with them, as these stakeholders will be engaged more closely
during the project because they will be the ones more affected by the project and the ones
offering first-hand insights and information.

The tables that gathers the main stakeholders identified dealing with offshore wind energy,
classified in both area of specialization and geographical level can be found in Annexes 11.1.1
Scientific community-research stakeholders, 11.1.2 Industry Stakeholders, 11.1.3 Policy Makers
stakeholders and 11.1.4 Media stakeholders.
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5. Prioritization of stakeholders: power/interest
matrix
The Power Interest Grid, which is also known as the Power Interest Matrix, was proposed by Fran
Ackermann and Colin Eden in ‘Strategic Management of Stakeholders: Theory and Practice’. In the
power/interest matrix, stakeholders are categorized by their levels of power and interest on the
project. This helps to map out the key stakeholders who need specific attention and to develop
management strategies to achieve the dissemination and communication goals.
The level of power and interest of each stakeholder was determined by the project coordinator from
1 to 10. The scores have been awarded based on:
● Power: Ability to influence the project and reputation and its position in the sector. Some
stakeholders are critical to engage in the project because their participation is key for the
success of the project, whereas other stakeholders do not have a significant influence in the
development of the initiative. Depending on the impact they may have, the relation and
communication with stakeholders needs to be planned following different approaches.
●

Interest: Level of interest that it has for the project to reach them. Some stakeholders can be
extremely interesting for the development of the project due to the impact that they may have
in it or the opportunities that they can bring to FLAGSHIP. Some other stakeholders, however,
will impact less the project and their interest in participating may be lower.

The punctuation based on the interest and the influence of each of the identified stakeholders can
be found in the tables in the Annex FLAGSHIP Stakeholders.
The Power Interest Grid is part of Project Communication Management as it determines the level
of participation required from each stakeholder and the communication efforts to put in each of
them.
●

High Interest, High Power → Stakeholders with high power and high interest should be
managed with the utmost care. This group should be fully involved in the project because
sometimes collaboration will be needed.

●

Low Interest, High Power → Stakeholders with high power and low interest should be kept
satisfied, but not so much that they become bored with the message. They should be involved
and have opportunity for discussion, but they won’t be involved in decision making.

●

High Interest, Low Power → Stakeholders with low power and high interest should be kept
adequately informed and talk to them to ensure that no major issues are arising. They should
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 952979
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receive balanced and objective information to understand the project and its results. It is
interesting to consider them by consulting specific issues, but not full discussion or interaction.
●

Low Interest, Low Power → Stakeholders with low power and low interest require less effort
than the rest; they should only be monitored.

Analysing the punctuations for creating the Power Interest Grid, in a first discard, the ones who had
less than a 5 were deleted as they were considered not relevant for the project. Between the ones
who had more than a 5, the following classification was made:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Managed closely: >7.5 Interest and >7.5 Power
Kept satisfied: <7.5 Interest and >7.5 Power
Kept informed: >7.5 Interest and <7.5 Power
Monitored: <7.5 Interest and <7.5 Power

The Power Interest Grid contains four quadrants. Each quadrant gives an indication of the level of
stakeholder management that it should be employed and will influence the type of communication
carried out with each of them. The four quadrants of the Power Interest Grid are shown below:

Figure 1 Power-Interest matrix scheme
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6. Stakeholders map
6.1 Scientific community-research power-interest matrix
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6.2 Industry power-interest matrix
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6.3 Policy makers power-interest matrix
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6.4 Media power-interest matrix
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7. Definition
of
the
communication channels

dissemination

and

In this phase the communication channels and contact point for each group of stakeholders were
identified: Twitter, LinkedIn, and the Website. The contact for each stakeholder can be found in the
Annex Stakeholders communication channels. This sets the floor for some objectives:
●

Finding collaboration opportunities: the identified stakeholders were followed in social media.
This is a strategy to let them find and know the project and to encourage them to follow the
project. ZABALA will also work on it through the organization of the raising awareness
campaigns and the monitoring and update of the stakeholder’s engagement plan.

●

Contacting: following them in social media allows them to have a contact point with FLAGSHIP
and helps the project to find a contact point. This way, information related to the project can be
shared.

●

Monitoring: following their interests and publications.

A meaningful communication strategy with stakeholders increases understanding and makes clear
stakeholder community’s preferences and values. The FLAGSHIP project will ensure different
communication channels for the stakeholders participating in the project: social media, contact box
on the website and the contact of the consortium partners to maintain a continuous communication
to constantly gather their feedback and validate main results of the project. In order to guarantee
and effective communication strategy with stakeholders, regular feedback to stakeholders on how
their interests and issues are addressed and resolved will be provided.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 952979
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8. Stakeholders engagement
Stakeholder engagement is based on establishing relationships with different groups that may be
related to the project at different levels. Throughout the project, it is about creating relationships
with different stakeholders and ultimately building a community around the project, both online and
offline. To achieve this, there are a number of different stages in the development of the project:
1.

First year and a half (September 2020-March 2021): it is about establishing the project's
communication channels (web and social networks) and starting to build the FLAGSHIP
brand. The project has just started and has to make itself known to the different
stakeholders. To this end, materials explaining the project (brochure, rollup, videos) are
created and disseminated. Efforts are mainly focused on communication.

2. In the second year (March 2021-March 2022) work on the project intensifies. In fact, the
production of the floating platform could start in the third quarter of 2021 and its installation
at sea in the first quarter of 2022. Thus, the first results start to be seen and more papers
are published, and more pieces of news are created around the project. Moreover,
attendance at events increases, with its corresponding networking (in principle, by 2022,
we expect this to be an opportunity to build the offline community). Work begins to focus on
the dissemination of results, without forgetting communication.
3. The third and fourth year (March 2022-September 2024) is when implementation begins.
Stakeholders are aware of the project and have received more information about what
actions are being carried out. Therefore, they may be more interested in FLAGSHIP and
more willing to collaborate or participate in the project initiatives. The project community
has been built up over the years, but this is the point where it can be most involved, and the
closest relationships can be established.
According to the AccountAbility 1000 Stakeholder Engagement Standard, stakeholders
engagement is “the process used by an organization to engage relevant stakeholders for a clear
purpose to achieve agreed outcomes.” Therefore, it is defined as a process that helps the project
to reach its objectives. For that reason, WP10 has performed a strategy for the wind industry
stakeholders’ full engagement during project lifetime. Furthermore, the large FLAGSHIP Industry
partners will focus to engage potential customers interested in exploiting project generated
products/services, while Mid‐caps and SMEs shall focus on disseminating the advantages of the
new products/services with new high‐tech solutions among new and existing clients.
Moreover, the definition adds: “It is now also recognized as a fundamental accountability
mechanism since it obliges an organization to involve stakeholders in identifying, understanding
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 952979
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and responding to sustainability issues and concerns, and to report, explain and answer to
stakeholders for decisions, actions, and performance.” In this sense, the stakeholders engagement
will help in the promotion of the implementation of the SDGs by the United Nations within 2030
Agenda, to which FLAGSHIP is committed: SDG 7th (Affordable and Clean Energy), SDG 13th (Climate
Action).
Stakeholder engagement is defined as an ongoing process that may involve, to varying degrees, the
following elements:
● Stakeholder analysis and planning
●

Disclosure and dissemination of information

●

Consultation and meaningful participation

●

Stakeholder involvement in monitoring and evaluation

●

Ongoing reporting to affected communities and other stakeholders

However, not all stakeholders need to be equally engaged or involved in the project. After the first
and second steps of identification and analysis of stakeholders, both at Global, European and at
local level, the FLAGSHIP project has defined the engagement level to be achieved with each group
of stakeholders:
1. Managed closely
2. Kept satisfied
3. Kept informed
4. Monitored

8.1 Methods to engage with each stakeholder groups
Considering the classification of the stakeholders and the engagement objectives, specific
engagement methodologies have been chosen to communicate with each group. The actions are
considered cumulative, therefore, for example for the stakeholders to be closely managed, the
actions designed for the previous levels of engagement will also be applied, as shown in Figure 2
"Engagement Actions". The methods to be applied to achieve the desired engagement of each
stakeholder group are as follows:
1.

Groups to monitor:
● Creation of Twitter lists: this allows to collect all the stakeholders accounts in different
lists to see in a view what they are posting about. Companies usually promote in Twitter
their main outcomes, so this is a useful tool to revise frequently what is going on with each
of them: if there are news, opportunities for the project, problems that can affect us, etc.
●

Reviews of their websites: the website of each of the stakeholders have been identified
to have a general look at their news site. The frequency will depend on the importance of
the company as a stakeholder.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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●

Subscription to newsletters: an easy way to stay tuned about all the news a company is
creating is to receive them (monthly, quarterly, etc.) via email. It is an easy way to monitor.

2. Groups to keep informed:
● Website: news about FLAGSHIP will be published in

the projects website

(www.flagshiproject.eu) regularly to report the project outcomes, disseminate the results
or inform about important issues related to the project.
●

Social media: announcements related to the project will be published in social media.
Stakeholders who are about to be kept informed will be followed in social media and will
be invited to follow @FlagshipEU

●

Newsletter: FLAGSHIP will create a quarterly newsletter with all the news related to the
project. The stakeholders will be invited to subscribe to the project in order to receive all
the information.

3. Groups to keep satisfied:
● Social media conversations: when results are disseminated, specific campaigns will be
created in social media to foster the communication with the stakeholders. Moreover, the
messages will include questions, Twitter surveys, etc.
●

Participation in LinkedIn Groups: these groups are a space exclusively for professionals
in the same sector. In it, they share ideas, raise debates, problems, suggest solutions... in
short, they generate networking. FLAGSHIP will have presence in specific groups to
interact with stakeholders, generate dialogue and establishing links, as well as increasing
the visibility of the project.

●

Cross-promotion in social media:

if there are interesting publications of the

stakeholders, the FLAGSHIP account can comment them or repost them. In some cases,
they can also be tagged in publications or if they organise relevant events, they can be
promoted through the project’s account to establish a good relationship with them.
●

Interviews, questionnaires, invitation to workshops: in specific cases, they can be invited
to collaborate or give their opinion through more specific interviews or participation
processes. A specific tab has also been created on the website and will be developed
during the project to receive suggestions, comments, or technical opinions.

●

Invitation to events: the relevant events invitation will be forwarded to them (if possible,
by email) to build a closer relationship with this stakeholders and encourage them to know
more about the project.

4. Groups to manage closely:
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 952979
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●

Participation in the International advisory (IA): an external community will be engaged
during the project and the most relevant stakeholders will be involved in the International
Advisory if the consortium considers it necessary. To reach to that point, a good
relationship must be previously created and cultivated. Some entities have already shown
interest in the project results, so will be close to the project during the implementation of
FLAGSHIP to be considered to participate with International Advisory Board tasks.

●

Alerts of their publications in social media: the project must be aware of everything they
are publishing in order to find collaboration opportunities. Moreover, it is a way to know
what they need and to stablish a contact with them.

●

Networking actions: the events are the essential tool to do networking with the most
important stakeholders for the project. Great effort will be put to stablish a close
relationship with them.

●

Collaborations in events: once the relationships are stablished, the contacts can be
interesting to organise events together and maintain the relationship. Moreover, they will
be asked to provide feedback during EU events (conferences, fairs or industry events)
through the fulfilment of specific templates collecting key comments received based on
anonymous data without compilation of personal data.

Figure 2 Engagement actions
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9. Monitoring and reporting
Monitoring and evaluation of the stakeholder engagement process is used to measure its
effectiveness and the level of stakeholder engagement. Monitoring, therefore, will be used to adapt
the Diss&Comm strategy and stakeholders engagement plan. ZABALA, as WP10 leader, will be on
charge of the monitoring of the engagement plan with the support of the project partners.
For this, FLAGSHIP will consider the opinions and comments of external stakeholder community
during the life of the project. On one hand, task leader will be in charge of collecting this information
within the development of EU events (conferences, fairs or industry events) through the fulfilment
of specific templates collecting key comments received based on anonymous data without
compilation of personal data. On the other hand, ZAB will create a specific tab based on the
suggestions, comments, technical opinions received on the website of the project. As for media, all
the impacts the project have in media will be collected through Google Alerts both in an Excel file
and in “In the media” site of the website.
To achieve so, two different and related monitoring activities in terms of timing will be implemented:
●

During

the

engagement

activities:

short-term

(annual)

monitoring

to

allow

for

adjustments/improvements to be made during engagement. During the evaluation and
monitoring of the stakeholder engagement plan, further KPIs will be considered to be included.
●

Following completion of all engagement activities: review of outputs at the end of engagement
to evaluate the effectiveness of the stakeholder engagement plan as implemented.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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10. Conclusions
The objective of this report was to describe the FLAGSHIP project’s stakeholder map and to
determine the importance of each of the group, what will influence the Diss&Comm actions. There
is a wide variety of end users and stakeholders identified, most of which should be impacted in a
way or another by the project. As such, they are the relevant target audiences for the FLAGSHIP
project. This is useful in the framework of the FLAGSHIP dissemination strategy. Communication
covers all actions that will help to disseminate the results achieved beyond the consortium and the
stakeholders involved. This maximises the contribution of the project to R&D industry allowing to
attract a wide number of stakeholders to embrace and benefit from the FLAGSHIP exploitable
results.
The approach taken to stakeholders in the mapping and engagement process highlighted the
valuable role of all stakeholders as groups or entities who may affect, be affected of perceive
themselves to be affected by the development of FLAGSHIP project.
In this report we take the stance that all stakeholders are needed and important, and a balanced
approach is needed for developing relationships with various groups of stakeholders. The
background viewpoint of the stakeholder mapping and stakeholder engagement is that the advance
in FOW towards commercialisation is more effective when stakeholders receive the FLAGSHIP
outcomes and the cooperation between stakeholders is performed actively.
Stakeholder commitment evolves during the project life cycle, and open dialogue will provide a
good opportunity for developing a shared understanding of the key challenges and opportunities.
The active stakeholder involvement will support FLAGSHIP in developing the future
recommendations for policymakers and energy environments.
The stakeholder map and network are aimed at providing a broad overview of organizations and
projects, which might be of interest for the FLAGSHIP consortium. A key benefit of the involvement
of the project partners is to have the possibility to co-design the research methodology with the
consortium, thus ensuring that the research will be relevant and useful.
Lastly, it should be highlighted that this is a living document meaning that it will be updated along
the project by identifying new stakeholders etc. through the different annual activities.
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11. Annexes
11.1 FLAGSHIP Stakeholders
11.1.1 Scientific community-research stakeholders
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11.1.2 Industry stakeholders
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11.1.3 Policy Makers Stakeholders
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11.1.4 Media stakeholders
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11.2 Stakeholders communication channels
11.2.1 Communication channels-Scientific community-research stakeholders
Organisation
Spanish Wind Energy
Association (AEE)
WavEC Offshore
Renewables – WavEC
UK Energy Research
Centre – UKERC

Twitter

LinkedIn

Website

aeeolica

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aeeolica/

https://www.aeeolica.org/en/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/wavecoffshorerenewables/

https://www.wavec.org/

WavecOf
ficial
UKERCH
Q
NorskInd
ustri

https://www.linkedin.com/company/uk-energy-research-centre/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/norsk-industri/

https://www.norskindustri.no/om-norskindustri/in-english/

WFO_glo
bal

https://www.linkedin.com/company/wfo-global/

https://wfo-global.org/

gplusglo
balofw

https://www.linkedin.com/company/g-global-offshore-wind-health-and-safetyorganisation/

https://www.gplusoffshorewind.com/cont
act

https://www.linkedin.com/company/energyinstitute/

https://www.energyinst.org/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/american-clean-power-association/

https://www.awea.org/contact-us

NORWEP

https://www.linkedin.com/company/norwegian-energy-partners/

https://www.norwep.com/

ORE Catapult

ORECata
pult

https://www.linkedin.com/company/offshore-renewable-energy-catapult/

SINTEF Energy
Research

SINTEF

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sintef/

Fraunhofer

Fraunhof
er_FHRe

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fraunhofer-gesellschaft/

Norsk Industri
World Forum Offshore
Wind- Floating
offshore wind
committee
Global Offshore Wind
Helath and Safety
Organisation
Energy Institute
American Wind Energy
Association (AWEA)
NORWEP: Norwegian
Energy Partners

EnergyIn
stitute
USClean
Power
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IK4 Research Alliance
TNO Innovation For
Life
NORCE
Waterborne
Technology Platform
TECNALIA Inspiring
Business
France Energies
Marines
IREC:
Instituto de
Investigación en
Recursos Cinegéticos
BIMEP:Biscay Marine
Energy Platform
PLOCAN:Plataforma
Oceánica de Canarias
Blue Economy CRC

Tekniker
Oficial
TNO_Res
earch
NORCEre
search
Waterbor
neTP

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tekniker/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tno/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/norce/

post@norceresearch.no

https://www.linkedin.com/company/waterbornetp/

https://www.waterborne.eu/

tecnalia

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tecnalia-research-&-innovation/

902 760 000

FrceEner
giesMar

https://www.linkedin.com/company/france-energies-marines/

https://www.france-energiesmarines.org/en/floating-offshore-wind/

IREC_CSI
C_UCLM

https://www.linkedin.com/company/instituto-de-investigaci%C3%B3n-en-recursoscineg%C3%A9ticos-irec/

https://www.irec.es/

bimep_sa

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bimep-biscay-marine-energy-platform-50463112b/

https://www.bimep.com/

plocan

https://www.linkedin.com/company/plocan/

https://www.plocan.eu/

blueecon
omycrc

https://www.linkedin.com/company/blueeconomycrc/?originalSubdomain=au

https://blueeconomycrc.com.au/

FME NorthWind
ROMEO
ETIP Wind

https://www.ntnu.no/forskning/fme
RomeoPr
oject
ETIPWin
d

https://www.linkedin.com/company/romeo-project/

info@romeoproject.eu

https://www.linkedin.com/company/etipwind/

https://etipwind.eu/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/8918
26
https://www.acciona.com/updates/articl
es/ocenah2-industrial-research-projectcoordinated-acciona-launches/

SEAFLOWER
OCENH2 by Acciona
University of
Strathclyde

UniStrat
hclyde

https://www.linkedin.com/school/university-of-strathclyde/
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Aalborg
NTNU: Norwegian
University of Science
and Technology
University of
Stavanger (UiS)
NTNU
University of Bergen
Chalmers
Norwegian Offshore
Wind Cluster
OffshoreVäst

NTNU
UniStava
nger
NTNUnor
way
UniBerge
n
chalmers
univ
WindOffs
hore
Offshore
Vast

Institut for Energiteknik, Aalborg Universitet

https://www.en.aau.dk/education/master
/sustainable-energyengineering/specialisations/offshoreenergy-systems

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ntnu-technology-transfer-as/

https://www.ntnu.edu/

https://www.linkedin.com/school/university-of-stavanger/

https://www.uis.no/en

https://www.linkedin.com/school/ntnu/

https://www.ntnu.edu/
https://www.uib.no/en

(55) Chalmers tekniska högskola: Resumen | LinkedIn

Electrical Engineering | Chalmers

https://www.linkedin.com/company/norwegian-offshore-wind-cluster/

https://offshore-wind.no/

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8198580/

https://offshorevast.se/en/home/?cnreloaded=1

IBN Offshore Energy

http://www.offshoreenergycluster.be/

OWI-Lab

OWI_Lab

https://www.linkedin.com/company/owi-lab/

https://www.owi-lab.be/

Innovasjon Norge

Innovasjo
nNorge

https://www.linkedin.com/company/innovasjonnorge/

https://www.innovasjonnorge.no/en/star
t-page/
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11.2.2 Industry stakeholders
Organisation

Twitter

LinkedIn

Website

Fluves

fluves

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fluves/?trk=top_nav_home

https://fluves.com/contact/

Nexans
Unitech
Offshore
CS Wind

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nexans/

https://www.nexans.no/

Aker Solutions
Aibel
Østensjø
DOF
Subsea 7

Nexans
UNitechOffsho
re
CSwindUK
FredOlsenRene
wables
AkerSolutions
Aibel
Ostensjo
DOF
Subsea7

OHT

OHT

Rosenberg
Worley

RosenbergWorl
ey

Ingeteam

ingeteam

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ingeteam-sa/?originalSubdomain=es

https://www.ingeteam.com/en-us/sectors/wind-powerenergy/s15_23_p/products.aspx

ABB

ABBgroupnews

https://www.linkedin.com/company/abb/

https://new.abb.com/windpower

Principle Power:
Globalizing
Floating Wind

principlepower

https://www.linkedin.com/company/principle-power/

https://www.principlepowerinc.com/en

https://www.linkedin.com/company/vicinay-cadenas-sa/

https://www.vicinaycadenas.net/index/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/intermoor/

https://intermoor.com/

Fred Olsen

Vicinay
Intermoor
MacGregor
Pusnes
Seasystems SCANA

InterMoorGlob
al
MacGregorPus
nes
Seasystems

unitech.no
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cs-wind-corp/

http://www.cswind.com/eng/?page=company|location|cswind_uk

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fredolsenrenewables/

https://fredolsenrenewables.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/aker-solutions/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aibel/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/-stensj-rederi-as/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dof-subsea/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/subsea-7/

https://www.akersolutions.com/who-we-are/
https://aibel.com/
https://ostensjo.no/
http://www.dof.no/
https://www.subsea7.com/en/index.html

https://www.linkedin.com/company/offshore-heavy-transport/

https://www.oht.no/
https://www.worley.com/site-services/rosenberg-worley-as

https://www.macgregor.com/Products/Offshore-oil-and-gas-andrenewables/floating-wind-turbines/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scanaoffshore/
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Navantia
Burntisland
Fabrications
Jan de Nul
Heerema
Fabrication
Group
Huisman

NavantiaOficial

https://www.linkedin.com/company/navantia/

navantia@navantia.es

jandenulgroup

https://www.linkedin.com/company/burntisland-fabricationsltd/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jan-de-nul/

BiFab
Homepage | Jan De Nul

HeeremaHFG

https://www.linkedin.com/company/heerema-marinecontractors/

https://www.huismanequipment.com/en/contact

Cwind

https://www.linkedin.com/company/huisman-equipment-b-v-/

Green Marine
Solutions
Grupo Rover
Dragados
Offshore

Heerema Fabrication Group

GreenMarineU
k
dragadosoffsh
or

https://cwind.global/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/green-marine-solutions/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rovergrupo/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dragadosoffshore/?originalSubdomain=es

http://www.rovergrupo.com/contacto-valencia.html
https://www.dragadosoffshore.com/HTML/index.php/about-us.html

https://www.linkedin.com/company/partnerplast-as/

https://partnerplast.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI35eTkZji7gIVFKSyCh3
yawqXEAAYASAAEgIcEPD_BwE

MHIVestas

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mhi-vestas-offshore-wind/

MHI Vestas Offshore Wind

SiemensGames
a

https://www.linkedin.com/company/siemensgamesa/

The leader in renewable energy I Siemens Gamesa

Equinor

https://www.linkedin.com/company/equinor/

https://www.equinor.com/

Vårgrønn

VarGronn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/v%C3%A5rgr%C3%B8nn/

https://www.vargronn.no/vargronn-no

Aker Offshore
Wind
General Electric
Wind
The Industrial
Development
Corporation of
Norway (SIVA)

AkerOfffshore
Wind

https://www.linkedin.com/company/aker-offshore-wind/

https://www.akeroffshorewind.com/

Gerenewables

https://www.linkedin.com/company/gerenewableenergy/

https://www.ge.com/renewableenergy/wind-energy

Partnerplast
MHI Vestas
Offshore Wind
Siemens
Gamesa
Renewable
Energy
Equinor
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GIEK: the
Norwegian
Export Credit
Guarantee
Agency
ENOVA

GIEKno

https://www.linkedin.com/company/giek/?originalSubdomain=
no

https://www.giek.no/frontpage/

EnovaSF

https://www.linkedin.com/company/enova-sf/

https://www.enova.no/about-enova/

Carbon Trust

thecarbontrust

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-carbon-trust/

https://www.carbontrust.com/contact

FERROVIAL

ferrovial

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ferrovial/

https://www.ferrovial.com/en/

CEMEX/CEMEN
TOS PORTLAND

CEMEXEspana

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cemex-espana/

https://www.cemex.es/

Sustainable
Energy
Norwegian
Catapult Center
HAVFRAM
Dr. Olav Olsen

https://sustainableenergy.no/

Havfram
OlavOlsen

https://www.linkedin.com/company/havfram/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dr-techn-olav-olsen-as/

SATO

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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11.2.3 Communication channels-Policy Makers stakeholders
Organisation

Twitter

LinkedIn

Website

INEA

inea_eu

https://www.linkedin.com/company/innovation-and-networksexecutive-agency/

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en

Energy For
Europe

Energy4Europe

IRENA

IRENA

EESC
Energy,
Transport &
Digital

EESC_TEN

IDEA (ES)

IDAEenergia

https://www.linkedin.com/company/idaeenergia/

https://www.idae.es/contacto

ADEME (FR)

Ademe

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ademe/

ademe.fr

Crown State
(UK)
European
Investment
Bank (EIB)
ARENA
(Australia)

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/irena/

https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/sections-other-bodies/sectionscommission/transport-energy-infrastructure-and-informationsociety-ten

TheCrownEstate

ARENA_aus

https://www.irena.org/contact

https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/arena_aus/?originalSubdomain=au
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11.2.4 Communication channels-Media stakeholders
Organisation

Twitter

LinkedIn

Website

Recharge news

rechargenews

https://www.linkedin.com/company/recharge-newspaper/

Energy News

energynews_es

https://www.linkedin.com/company/energynews/

Recharge | Latest renewable energy news
(rechargenews.com)
https://www.energynews.es/

Offshorewind.biz

OffshoreWINDbiz

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/offshorewind.biz/

https://www.offshorewind.biz/

Recharge:Global news
and intelligence for
the energy Transition
Renew Economy

rechargenews

https://www.linkedin.com/company/recharge-newspaper/

https://www.rechargenews.com/

renew_economy

https://www.linkedin.com/company/reneweconomy/

https://reneweconomy.com.au/contact/

Energy Global

Energy_Global

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4533114/

https://www.energyglobal.com/

WindTech
International
Power Technology

Windtech_Intl

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7462172/

https://www.windtech-international.com/

IEEFA.org

ieefa_institute

GreenTechMedia

https://www.power-technology.com/news/
https://ieefa.org/contact/

greentechmedia

https://www.linkedin.com/company/institute-for-energyeconomics-and-financial-analysis/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/greentech-media/

Power Engineering
International
World Energy Trade

PowerEngInt

https://www.linkedin.com/company/powerengineeringinternational/

https://www.powerengineeringint.com/

WorldEnergyTrad

https://www.linkedin.com/company/worldenergytrade/

https://www.worldenergytrade.com/

NS Energy

NSBusinessHub

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/ns-business-hub/

https://www.nsenergybusiness.com/

Wind Power Monthly

windpower_m

https://www.linkedin.com/company/windpower-monthly/

https://www.windpowermonthly.com/

reNEWS

reNEWS_

https://www.linkedin.com/company/renews/

ellie@renews.biz
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WindEurope

windeurope

https://www.linkedin.com/company/windeurope/

press@windeurope.org

Energías Renovables

Erenovables

https://www.linkedin.com/company/energias-renovables/

https://www.energias-renovables.com/

Energies de la Mer

energiesdelamer

Energy Live News

EnergyLiveNews

https://www.linkedin.com/company/energy-live-news/

https://www.energylivenews.com/

El Periódico de la
Energía
Business Green

Per_Energia

https://www.linkedin.com/company/el-peri%C3%B3dico-de-laenerg%C3%ADa/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/business-green/

https://elperiodicodelaenergia.com/

BusinessGreen

https://www.energiesdelamer.eu/contact/

Reve Wind

https://www.businessgreen.com/
https://www.evwind.es/

OED

oeddep

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/dep/oed/org/id774/

Teknisk

https://www.linkedin.com/company/norwegian-ministry-ofpetroleum-and-energy/?originalSubdomain=no
https://www.linkedin.com/company/teknisk-ukeblad/

TU - Teknisk Ukeblad
Dagens Næringsliv

DN

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dagens-n%C3%A6ringsliv-b5869325/

dn.no

Finansavisen

Finansavisen

https://www.linkedin.com/company/finansavisen/

finansasvisen.no

Teknisk ukeblad

TekniskeUkeblad

https://www.linkedin.com/company/teknisk-ukeblad/

tu.no

EnerWe

Enerwe

https://www.linkedin.com/company/enerwe-as/

enerwe.no

e24.no (Schibsted)

e24

https://www.linkedin.com/company/e24.no/

e24.no
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